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ABSTRACT
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In today's era of big data computer networks, protection of secret messages
when transmitting information is a major concern. The openness and
publicity of the communication channel are the main attraction for malicious
people to steal personal data even though privacy protection in operational.
Data extraction is process that reverses the data embedding process in
information hiding. However, the performance of an information hiding
framework highly depends on the evaluation metrics used. The effectiveness
of evaluation itself is mainly determined by the performance aspect or critera
such as capacity, imperceptibility or security. The aim of this paper is to
present a review on trends for existing performance metrics used in
extraction schemes from a data hiding framework. This review is hoped to
help future research in evaluating the performance of data hiding framework
in general and the proposed extraction schemes in specific.
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1.

INTRODUCTION
The development of the Internet and mobile communication requires a specialized security protocol
especially when dealing with wide computers network. Network security is increasingly important due to the
number of data being exchanged over the Internet [1]. Therefore, confidentiality and integrity of the data
must be treated with the utmost importance in order to protect against unauthorized access. As mention in [2]
the current situation in term of communication network still not properly secured, because communication
content might be eavesdropped by third party besides identities could be pretend to be. Cause of that reason
people become doubtful about communication network condition.
Basically, in data transmision the most important is security parameter [3]. One of technique to
secure data is with steganography and cryptography [3]. A study by [4] stated the requirement performance
metric of cryptography technique there shoud be have such as confidentiality, authentication, data integrity,
non-repudiation, and service reliability and availability to produce a enhanced protected technique.
One way to secure the information exchange via the Internet is by means of data hiding. There are
three methods generally used in data hiding consisted of cryptography, steganography and watermarking [5].
Cryptography is the process of message transfer in achieving confidentiality. Cryptography is known as
secret writing to keep from the various attackers from stealing the secret information [6]. By using
cryptography, the secret message will be converted into a cipher text in the form of plain text [6] .
While cryptography is the process of converting the message to be communicated into unintelligible
messages, steganography involves the process of hiding the information within another cover medium like
text, image, audio, video files [7]. Steganography provides better security protection of the data as compared
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to cryptography. Cryptography only aims to conceal the content of the secret message while steganography
aims to conceal the contents of the secret message as well as the fact that a secret message is being
concealed [7]. The advantage of steganography is that the hidden messages would not attract any attention
because it is concealed in a way that it appears as part of the original medium.
Finally, watermarking is defined as the process of embedding watermarks in digital media such as
audio, video and image. In digital watermarking, the watermark either a short text or a company logo is
embedded into the image file [8]. This is a robust way such that any changes to the image, like compression,
filtering, noise addition does not alter the quality of the image. A general data hiding framework is shown in
Figure 1, where it consists of two main processes; embedding and extracting.

Figure 1. Data hiding framework

The process of embedding and extracting is illustrated in Figure 1 via two personnel; Ann and Bazli.
To complete the process, Ann will embed the secret message (M) into the cover message (C) using stego-key
(K) and produces the stego message before transmit to Bazli. Meanwhile, Bazli needs to use recovering
algorithm to interpret with extracting process and obtain the secret message (M).
The data extraction process essentially converts the cipher text into the plain text by using a secret
key. As an example, [9] mapped the pixels into an image, which is a type of extraction method. The
requirements for data extraction in watermarking method include the watermarked image and the secret key.
For extraction, the process applies the inverse of support vector dimension on watermarked image using a
secret key.
The literature has shown a substantial contribution to different extraction techniques since the last
decade. All the methods are evaluated based on different performance evaluation metrics, making a central
comparison difficult even though they share the same goal in data hiding, which is to improve security,
reliability, and efficiency.
Performances analysis is essential to measure the efficiency and effectiveness of a proposed
extraction technique. Nonetheless, they are more aspects to measure rather than efficiency and effectiveness
alone. The evaluation aspects must be determined in order to identify which performance aspect would be of
emphasis in a particular research. Other than efficiency and effectiveness, robustness is also a type of popular
aspect used as evaluation metric. Robustness measures the ability to survive intentional or unintentional
attacks aiming at removing or modifying the embedded payload. Other example includes embedding
distortion rate as the performance metric in the proposed data hiding schemes [10].
This paper is set to review different aspects used as performance metrics in evaluating extraction
scheme as shown in Figure 1 in order to see research patterns for last 10 years. The remaining of this paper is
organized as follows. The following Section 2 summarizes a list of extraction performance criteria with
symbols representation. Section 3 presents the methodology used to analyze of the research trends in
evaluation of extraction schemes. Section 4 delivers the finding derived from the previous sections and
finally Section 5 will conclude research contribution in this paper.

2.

REVIEW CRITERIA
There are various type of extraction performance criteria frequently used in data hiding. Table 1
shows the criteria on extraction performance types with the respective symbols used in the literature.
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Table. 1 Classification Criteria on Performances Metric Representation
Criteria

Extracton
Scheme

Performance Metrics
Security [9], [11]–[19]
Imperceptibility [11], [20]
Capacity [11]–[13][21]–[23]
Robust [9], [19], [24]
Efficiency [16], [18], [25]
Invisibility [26]
Accuracy [27], [28]
Speed [15]
Complexity [21]
Reversibility [25], [29]
Realitibility
Integrity [24], [30]
Perceptibility [11]
Assumption [24]
Confidentiality [31]
Availability [32]

Symbol
S
IM
C
R
E
IN
AC
SP
CP
RV
RL
IG
PC
AS
CF
V

There are 16 performances available listed as a result of relevant search studies, for example
security, imperceptibility, capacity, robustness, efficiency, invisibility, accuracy, speed, complexity,
reversibility, realitibility, integrity, perceptibility, assumption, confidentiality, and availability. According to
the observation, previous researchers attempt to improve or measuring data hiding performance around these
aspects and focus on only one performance dimension or more. Meanwhile, in certain studies, researchers
will use several aspects depending on requirement of approach to evaluate their particular goal such as
approach techniques, algorithm and schemes to improve the performance. Time is another dimension that can
be used to measure data hiding performance.

3.

METHODOLOGY
Based on the performance metrics identified in Table 1, the resuts are analyzed to answer the
following research questions:
a.
What is the research trend on application of performance metrics in evaluating data extraction schemes?
b. What are the preferred or widely used performance metrics in evaluating data extraction schemes?
c.
What is the top three performance metrics used in evaluating data extraction schemes?
The methodology used to answer the research questions in analyzing the performance of evaluation
metrics for extraction schemes is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Research methodology

From the figure, gathering is the process of collecting information through literature review and
listing parameter criteria used by previous study. Next is the process of identifying the performance metrics
or criteria used in previous research. Once the information is ready, the next step if deriving the findings into
results that are represented in the form of percentage and figures. The final step is presenting the discussion
from the review in order to find the most popular or most widely used performance criteria within the last
decade together with analysis on the year that research on extraction schemes are most aggressive.
Analysis Review on Performance Metrics for Extraction Schemes in Text... (Raihan Sabirah Sabri)
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4.

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
This section presents the trends of extraction performance metrics used in previous studies. The first
trend is based on the most frequently used extraction performance metrics, the second trend is to demonstrate
the top three highest performance metrics used, and the final trend is the year when research in extraction
schemes is most aggressive.
4.1. Trends of Performance Metrics Used in Extraction
Figure 3 shows the number of literature collected throughout the year 2002 until 2017. The most
noticeable trend in Figure 3 is that capacity has been consistently measured in extraction schemes 2002. The
research that focuses on measuring capacity peaked in 2010, 2013 and 2015. The capacity aspect concerns on
the amount of hidden bytes over the size of the cover text in bytes. [33] Specified 4 parameter necessity for
strong steganographic technique, one of them is capapcity parameter is the requirement “should be high”

Figure 3. Trends of performance metrics in extraction schemes

Next, the security aspect was also consistently measured in 2010. This aspect focuses on the benefit
of a proposed extraction schece from the security point of view [28]. A study by [32] stated that it is
important to ensure that a proposed technique be able to provide double security or the capacity to embed
more secret messages in order to increase the capability to exchange secret information. A good hidden
invisibility is achieved with good security and good strength for a plenty of hidden attacks. While [33]
revealed the parameter of security for good technique in steganography “should be high” same as capacity
too.
Finally, the measurement on robustness of extraction schemes in data hiding was only started in
2008 with a small amount of studies. The trend maintains the same number of studies throughout the years
but beginning to gain popularity in 2011. One particular importance of the robustness aspect is that while
modifying the cover medium, the proposed techniques must not affect the process of embedding information
during data hiding [31] mentioned that image-processing technique should provide robustness in stego-image
when occurrence such as cropping and compression takes place. When any of this technique is executed, the
hidden message must not completely damaged.
Figure 3 also demonstrates that the introduction on different performance metrics in extraction
schemes was most active in 2012 with 14 contributions of study findings. However, the following three years
had seen a decline in research with 11 studies in 2015 and down to 9 studies in 2010.
4.2. Preferred Extraction Performance Metrics
From the 16 performance metrics or aspects listed, Figure 4 shows that there are gaps of differences
between each particular aspect whereby there exist three groups or patterns; widely used performance
metrics, average use, and least used performance metrics. The group consisting the leading performance
metrics include capacity (C), security (S) and robustness ® with 32%, 19%, and 14%, respectively. The
Indonesian J Elec Eng & Comp Sci, Vol. 11, No. 2, August 2018 : 761 – 767
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second group consists of AC (5%), IM (6%) and E (8%). The remaining aspects in the last group are IN, SP,
CP, RV, RL, IG, PC, AS, CF and other performance metrics which is the percentage classified smaller than
5%.

Figure 4. Preferred performance metrics

Overall, the majority of performance type preferred refers to the capacity (C) aspect about 32%.
Generally, this aspect is about amount or volume of data that can be embedded in the cover medium or the
capability of a cover media to hide secret information [9].
Second preferred metric obtain by security performance metric with 19% difference about 13% less.
Security is about to hiding the real existence of communication through deceptive closures without notice
with intruder [34].
Following capacity is robustness (R) with 14% contributions in the literature. Robustness concerns
on modifying the stego object but not affecting the embedded information [24]. A study by [34] stated that in
cryptography technique the robustness is the parameter to measuring the secrecy of data transmission, while
security is measured the way silent of communicate data.
Finally, performance metrics such as SP, CP, RV, IG, PC, AS, CF and V are rarely used in
evaluating extraction process during data hiding.

4.3. Top Three Extraction Performance Metrics from the Literature
Table 2 present the result of three highest preferred performance types from the previous studies.
The percentage obtained are based on analysis in Section 4.2 where the top three performance metrics are
diminished into a majority of focused form. This three highly rated performance metrics are separated from
the 16 performances type available in Table 1.

Table 2. Percentage Use of Performance Type
Preferred Performance Type
Capacity
Security
Robust

Percentage (%)
39
37
24

Based on Table 2, capacity refers to the amount of secret information that can be embedded without
affecting the carrier for instance medium. Among the preferred performance type list, capacity appeared as
the top-most performance metrics used as compared to other performance criteria with 39%. This findings is
supported by [35] who stated that a higher embedding capacity of any proposed data hiding technique will
provide higher security and able to avoids suspicion on the existence of a secret message. Nonetheless,
increasing capacity can affect the security performance [36]. For example, by increasing the size of sub-block
size, the embedding capacity will increase but the security performance of the encryption algorithm will
decrease.
Next, security acquired 37% from the majortity usage indicating that this is common aspect to
evaluate in extraction schemes. Research by [17] highlighted the importance to consider potential attacks on
security features and demonstrated that application of an XOR operation is able to increase the strength of
Analysis Review on Performance Metrics for Extraction Schemes in Text... (Raihan Sabirah Sabri)
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any steganographic method and achieve a high level of security. Finally, robustness refers to the degree of
difficulty required to destroy embedded information without destroying the cover medium. This metrics
acquired 24% from the preference pool. Robustness was used in [32] to identify operational efficiency of the
proposed steganographic system.

5.

DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, since capacity is the most popular aspect measured for evaluation of an extraction
scheme in a data hiding framework as shown in Figure 1, it is important to understand that hidden message
capacity is highly relative to the size of the cover medium (i.e. image/text), which is with capacity aspect can
provide better storage capacity. Figure 5 shows the three most preferred performance metrics, which are
capacity aspect (32%), security aspect (19%), and robustness aspect (14%). The analysis also reveled that
research on extraction schemes was most aggressive in the year of 2012 where 14 contributions were made
during that year.

Figure 5. Three highly preferred performance metric

This review is hoped to help future research in evaluating the performance of data hiding framework
in general and the proposed extraction schemes in specific.
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